Central Region

POLY PROCESSING

LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:

STANDARD COVER:
24/48 BOLT RUNWAY COVER/PE (SHOWN)
STOCK NO. 3218 OR
24/AST/PED RUNWAY COVER/PE
STOCK NO. 2017
(OPTIONAL 24" COVERS AVAILABLE)

5/8" SQUARE BEVEL WASHERS/BLACK PE
TAPERED SPLIT BACK-UP RING/316SS
GASKET
1/2-13 BOLTS
FLANGE
(DETAIL "A" INTEGRALLY MOLDED FLANGED OUTLET)
AVAILABLE IN 3" SIZE ONLY
SCALE: NONE

NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY +/- DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE
MANUFACTURING CONDITIONS PRESENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. MULTIPLE WALLS, MARKERS & APPROX 60" IN 2000 GAL
INCREMENTAL UP TO 2400 GAL.

CALCULATED CAPACITIES:
2560 GALLON IMFD TANK

CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF
POLY PROCESSING COMPANY
WILL NOT REPRODUCE OR USE WITHOUT PERMISSION

REV 'A' CORRECTED KNUCKLE RADIUS BY JB 8/8/19